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Define the data model

A data model documents and organizes data, how it is stored and accessed, and the 
relationships among different types of data. The model may be abstract or concrete.

● Identify the different data components- consider raw and processed data, as well as associated 
metadata (these are called entities)

● Identify the relationships between the different data components (these are called 
associations)

● Identify anticipated uses of the data (these are called requirements), with recognition that data 
may be most valuable in the future for unanticipated uses

● Identify the strengths and constraints of the technology (hardware and software) that you plan 
to use during your project (this is called a technology assessment phase)

● Build a draft model of the entities and their relations, attempting to keep the model 
independent from any specific uses or technology constraints.



  

Data Modeling Types
● Conceptual Data Modeling

● Enterprise Data Modeling

● Logical Data Modeling

● Physical Data Modeling

● Relational Data Modeling

● Dimensional Data Modeling



  

Conceptual Data Modeling
● A conceptual data model identifies the highest-level relationships between the different 

entities. Features of conceptual data model include:

● Includes the important entities and the relationships among them.

● No attribute is specified.

● No primary key is specified.



  

Enterprise Data Model
● Development of a common consistent view and understanding of data elements and their 

relationships across the enterprise is referred to as enterprise data modeling.

● This type of data modeling provides access to information scattered throughout an enterprise 
under the control of different divisions or departments with different databases and data 
models.

● Enterprise data modeling is sometimes called as global business model and the entire 
information about the enterprise would be captured in the forms of entities.

● When a enterprise logical data model is transformed to a physical data model, SUPERTYPES 
and SUBTPES may not be as is. I.e the logical and physical structure of super types and 
subtypes may be entirely different.(Means names of tables and columns changes and tables 
can break for understand the model.



  



  

Logical Data Modeling
A logical data model describes the data in as much detail as possible, without regard to how 
they will be physical implemented in the database. Features of a logical data model include:

● Includes all entities and relationships among them.

● All attributes for each entity are specified.

● Primary key for each entity is specified.

● Foreign keys are specified.

● Normalization occurs at this level.



  

Physical Data Modeling

Physical data model represents how the model will be built in the database. A physical 
database model shows all table structures, including column name, column data type, column 
constraints, primary key, foreign key, and relationships between tables. Features of a physical 
data model include:

● Specification all tables and columns.

● Foreign keys are used to identify relationships between tables.

● Denormalization may occur based on user requirements.

● Physical considerations may cause the physical data model to be quite different from the 
logical data model.

● Physical data model will be different for different RDBMS. For example, data type for a 
column may be different between MySQL, SQL Server,Oracle,Postgres etc.



  



  

Relational Data Modeling
● Relational Data Model is a data model that views the real world as entities and relationships.

● Entities are concepts, real or abstract about which information is collected.

● The goal of relational data model is to normalize data and present it in a good normal form.

● Following are some of questions that arise during development of relational data model,

What will be the future scope of the data model?

How to normalize data  ?

How to group attribute and entities?

How to connect one entity to other?

How to validate data?

How to present report?



  

Dimensional Data Modeling
● DM is a logical design technique that seeks to present the data in a standard, intuitive 

framework that allows for high-performance access. It is inherently dimensional, and it 
adheres to a discipline that uses the relational model with some important restrictions. Every 
dimensional model is composed of one table with a multipart key, called the fact table, and a 
set of smaller tables called dimension tables. Each dimension table has a single-part primary 
key that corresponds exactly to one of the components of the multipart key in the fact table. 
This characteristic “star-like” structure is often called a star join.

● A fact table, because it has a multipart primary key made up of two or more foreign keys, 
always expresses a many-to-many relationship. The most useful fact tables also contain one 
or more numerical measures, or “facts,” that occur for the combination of keys that define 
each record.

● Dimension tables, by contrast, most often contain descriptive textual information. Dimension 
attributes are used as the source of most of the interesting constraints in data warehouse 
queries, and they are virtually always the source of the row headers in the SQL answer set.



  



  

Physical vs Logical



  

Relational Vs Dimensional



  

Data Warehouse
● A data warehouse is a subject-oriented, integrated, time-variant and non-volatile collection of 

data in support of management's decision making process.

● Subject-Oriented: A data warehouse can be used to analyze a particular subject area. For 
example, "sales" can be a particular subject.

● Integrated: A data warehouse integrates data from multiple data sources. For example, source 
A and source B may have different ways of identifying a product, but in a data warehouse, 
there will be only a single way of identifying a product.

● Time-Variant: Historical data is kept in a data warehouse. For example, one can retrieve data 
from 3 months, 6 months, 12 months, or even older data from a data warehouse. This 
contrasts with a transactions system, where often only the most recent data is kept. For 
example, a transaction system may hold the most recent address of a customer, where a data 
warehouse can hold all addresses associated with a customer.

● Non-volatile: Once data is in the data warehouse, it will not change. So, historical data in a 
data warehouse should never be altered.

● A data warehouse is a copy of transaction data specifically structured for query and analysis.



  

Data Warehouse Architecture

All data warehouse systems have the following layers:

● Data Source Layer

● Data Extraction Layer

● Staging Area

● ETL Layer

● Data Storage Layer

● Data Logic Layer

● Data Presentation Layer

● Metadata Layer

● System Operations Layer



  



  

Data Source Layer
● This represents the different data sources that feed data into the data warehouse. The data 

source can be of any format -- plain text file, relational database, other types of database, 
Excel file, etc., can all act as a data source.

● Many different types of data can be a data source:

● Operations -- such as sales data, HR data, product data, inventory data, marketing data, 
systems data.

● Web server logs with user browsing data.

● Internal market research data.

● Third-party data, such as census data, demographics data, or survey data.



  

Data Extraction Layer

● Data gets pulled from the data source into the data warehouse system. There is likely some 
minimal data cleansing, but there is unlikely any major data transformation.

Staging Area

● This is where data sits prior to being scrubbed and transformed into a data warehouse / data 
mart. Having one common area makes it easier for subsequent data processing / integration.

ETL Layer

● This is where data gains its "intelligence", as logic is applied to transform the data from a 
transactional nature to an analytical nature. This layer is also where data cleansing happens. 
The ETL design phase is often the most time-consuming phase in a data warehousing project, 
and an ETL tool is often used in this layer.

Data Storage Layer

● This is where the transformed and cleansed data sit. Based on scope and functionality, 3 types 
of entities can be found here: data warehouse, data mart, and operational data store (ODS). In 
any given system, you may have just one of the three, two of the three, or all three types.



  

Data Logic Layer

● This is where business rules are stored. Business rules stored here do not affect the underlying 
data transformation rules, but do affect what the report looks like.

Data Presentation Layer

● This refers to the information that reaches the users. This can be in a form of a tabular / 
graphical report in a browser, an emailed report that gets automatically generated and sent 
everyday, or an alert that warns users of exceptions, among others. Usually an OLAP tool 
and/or a reporting tool is used in this layer.

Metadata Layer

● This is where information about the data stored in the data warehouse system is stored. A 
logical data model would be an example of something that's in the metadata layer. A 
metadata tool is often used to manage metadata.

System Operations Layer

● This layer includes information on how the data warehouse system operates, such as ETL job 
status, system performance, and user access history.



  

Database Vs Data Warehouse
Database:  

● Used for Online Transactional Processing (OLTP). This records the data from the user for history.

● The tables and joins are complex since they are normalized. This is done to reduce redundant data and to 
save storage space.

● Entity – Relational modeling techniques are used for database design.

● Optimized for write operation.

● Performance is low for analysis queries. 

Data Warehouse:   

● Used for Online Analytical Processing (OLAP). This reads the historical data for the Users  for business 
decisions. 

●  The Tables and joins are simple since they are de-normalized. This is done to reduce the response time 
for analytical queries. 

● Data – Modeling techniques are used for the Data Warehouse design.

● Optimized for read operations. 

● High performance for analytical queries.

● General Data Flow – (Ex: Online Insurance Registration) 
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